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WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC BALANCING OF UPPER-
SURFACE AILERONS AND SPLIT FLAPS
By CARL J. WENZINGER
SUMMARY
An investigation WM made in the N. A. C. A. 7- bp
10-foot wind tunnel to determine the eJeetioemx8 of
various methods of reducing the high control forcm of
unbalanced upper-eurface ailerons and of unbalanced
eplii jlaps. An unu.sue? test inatdlaticm was wed in
which a lizrge-chord wiqJ model w moun&d on the
regulur balunce between two lurge end pliznes. The teets
included many dijferent aileron-axis and &p-aria
Lwutti and several arrang&s of aileron and jlap
slots, aU on a Clark Y wing. In addition to the hinge
momenti, the rolling and t?wyawing moments a8 weUm
the lift and drag characttitti of the various anange-
ments were ddermirwi.
As a reauUof the investigation, a balanced splii j?ap
ww developedthat required eonirolforcm about h.df those
of tha unbalanced qlit @p Wh7_L the bahd split J%p
wa8 o?e~ed to give approximately the 8ama maximum
lift. No entwely 8ati#aetory arrangement of ba.?unzed
upper+urfaee ailerons wa8found hi one arrangement
was developed that appeured satlxfadory ezcept for the
stick-force charactenktice &h d aiLeron dej%etimu
at high angl+xof attack with thejhps neutral. Another
arrangement &o apyeared 8a&facio~ for- all jlight
conditiow exeept tti lowed speedt?obtainable &h J?ap8
newtra.?,in which ease the indiuzted roUing momen&
were low.
INTRODUCTION
For n wing with full-span split flaps, the lateral
control may be obtained by “upper-surface ailerons”
formed by hinging the upper portion of the split
trailing edge and deflecting it upward. Wind-tunnel
teats (reference 1) of a wing equipped with such a device
indicated that reasonably satisfactory control would be
available below the stall with the flaps neutd and
somewhat less satisfwtiry control with the flaps down
for high lift.
The main disadvantage of upper-surface ailerons
appems to be the high control force required for their
operntion in comparison with the forces required for
similar ordinary ailerons having conventional move-
ment (reference 2). The aileron characteristics are
affected to a considerable extent by the deflected split
flaps. The control forces required to operate the
lsolm2-37-12
flaps are also very high (reference 3); their full deflec-
tion usually requires many turns of a crank.
The present tads were undertaken to determine the
effectiveness of various methods of reducing the control
forces required for both upper-surface ailerons and
split flaps. The locations of the axes of the ailerons
and the flaps were varied, and several arrangements of
aileron and flap slots were investigated. The effects
of the ailerons and flaps on the lift and drag of the wing
were measured and the rolling and yawing moments .
were calculated.
MODELS AND APPARATUS
For the present tests it was desirable to use a wing
model with a chord considerably longer than the 10-
inch-chord models customarily used for teatsin the 7- by
10-foot wind tunnel in order to enable tier modi&
cations of the ailerons and flaps. A large-ohord model
of short span was therefore mounted between two end
planes. With such an installation it was hoped to ob-
tain approximately two-dimensional flow and so mens-
ure the seotion characteristics of the model under test.
The basic wing model of laminated mahogany was
built to the Clark Y profile and was 20 inohes in both
span and chord. The full-span ailerons and flaps
were also of ltiated mahogany. Circular metal
end plates 24 inches in diameter were fastened rigidly
to the tips of the wing model with the centers of the
platea located at the midchord point of the wing chord
line. The ailerons and flaps were supported at eaoh
end by rods passing through holes in the end plates
and were supported at their midspan by thin metal
fixtures attached to the wing. The hinge-axis loca-
tions could be easily and quickly changed. The
ailerons and flaps could either be locked at a desired
deflection or be arranged to swing freely about any
hinge axis.
The model was mounted at its 50-percen&chord
point on the regular force-test tripod of the N. A.
C. A. 7- by 10-foot open-throat wind tunnel. (See
referenee 4.) TWO large wooden end planes were
mounted so as to include the model and its end platm
between them. (See fig. 1.) A circular cut-out in
each end plane allowed the model to rotate freely; any
contact between the end plates and the end pianos was
indicated by the flashing of a neon bulb.
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Liftand drag forces were read directly on the TI+
k wind-tunnel balances. EGngemoments were ma
ured by the twist of a long calibrated slender steel I
connected at one end to the aileron or flap (be
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METHODS
GENEJ3AL TEST CONDITIONS
The tests all were made at a dynamic pressure
16.37 pounds per square foot corresponding to an a
speed of 80 rides per hour under standard sea-lev
conditions. The average Reynolds Number, based [
the test air speed and on the wing chord, was 1,218,0[
(twice that of the tests usually made in the 7-by 1
foot wind tunnel). The angles of attack ranged, :
general, horn 0° to 25°; the nileron and flap defiectiofi~
ranged in most casea horn neutral to 90° up and 90°
down.
PItEUMINARY T=TS
&.r-flow surveys,-Dynamio-pressure surveys wero
made between the end planes at the model location to
obtain a calibration for use with the static reference
pressure plates of the wind tunnel. The wing model
was removed for these tests, and the metal end plates
were ‘attached rigidly to the wooden end planes. The
dynamic-pressure distribution between the planea waa
found to be satisfactory, and a static-pressure survey
was then ‘made along the jet center line. The static
pressure showed a considerable gradient along that
portion of the jet occupied by the model and this
condition waa taken into account by making a suitable
correction to the measured drag.
Tare foroes.—It was necesmuy to determine the tare
forces due to the metal end plates in order to obtain the
net forces. One seriesof tests was therefore made with
the end platea attached to the wing equipped with an
unbalanced split flap, the tests being made with flap
.Seded wim ~astiche
I l=s~
Abfe:Allc%m&nslonsin ~cent whg chord
FIUIJBE2—UnMancc=i nmerarfam fdkronand onkolancod .@lt nap.
both neutral and down 60°. Another series of Wts
ma made with the end plates supported on the balance,
the wing being in place but supported separately, flop
both neutral and down 60° and a small gap being main-
kined between the wing and the end phd.m. The
Mference between the measured forces for the two series
of tests gave the tare forces due-to” the platas. The
greatest effect was on the drag, in which case the tare
forces amounted to about 75 percxmt of the minimum
drag of the plain airfoil.
A few tests were made with and without the thin
metal fittings used to support the aileron and flap at
midspan. & the remd~ ‘showed no consistent differ-
mces, the effect of the fittings was considered to be
Negligible.
Comparison of two-plane installation and standard
tid-tunnel tests.—Tests were made to obtain a com-
mison between the resultshorn the two-plane installa-
tionand the usual wind-tunnel results from rectangular
* in the flee jet. The Clark Y wing with 0.16c
nbalanced upper-surface ailerons and 0.15c unbalanced
plit flap was used aa the basis for comparison. (See
g. 2.) The gaps between the wing and the aileron
nd betwean the wing and the flap were kept sealed for
U tests with this arrangement because other tests had
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shown that any gap produced an adverse effect on the
aerodynamic cbmacteristics.
The hinge momenti of the aileron are compared in
figure 3 with those for a Ml-semisPan unbalanced upper-
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surface aileron on a wing of aspect ratio 6. The data
for the teats of aspect ratio 6 were convertad horn data
in reference 1 for a partifd-semispan aileron. In gen-
eral, the agreement is fair and is better for the condi-
tions with a split flap deflected for maximum lift than
for the flap neutral.
Lift and drag coefficients of wings with unbalanced
split flaps as obtained in the two types of wind-tunnel
test installation are shown in figure 4. (Data for teh
of the wing of aspect ratio 6 are from reference 1.)
None of these data were corrected for effects of the jet
boundaries, but corrections were applied for tares and
for the effect of the static-pressure gradient. The
Statiwpressuregradient produces an additional dow&
stream force on the models, corresponding to values of
ACD of 0.0015 and of 0.009 on the small- and large-
fiord wings, respectively. The values of this correc-
tion were obtained in accordance with the methods
given in reference 5.
o! , degrees
lUcmEE4.-Commuison of IUt and drag cmtlfdents of wings wfth O.lE.Cfoil-qmn
nnbafanccdsplft llqn for twotYL@ ofwind-tnnnel &t (Unmmected for @nwta
of jet bonndmiw.)
The maximum lift coefficients are about the same
with either test arrangement for the two conditions of
flaps neutral or deflected. In addition, the lift curves
are ahnost identical up to the stall. The drag curves
diverge slightly in the region from zero to maximum
lift, the values for the wing in the two-plane installation
being the lower ones.
Agreement of the lift and drag curves for the two
types of teat without corrections for tunnel effects or
reduction to a common aspect ratio w-asunexpected, and
the fact that the lift curves did-agree closely could only
be regarded as a coincidence. h order to determine
whether the data horn the two types of test could be
corrected to a common aspect ratio, the data given in
figure 4 for the flap-neutral conditions were corrected
for tunnel effects and reduced to iniinite aspect ratio
. .
—
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for comparison. The standard jet-boundary correc
tions,
Aa=#LX57.3, degrees
AC~=6~#Lz
where S is the total wing area, and C the jet cross
sectional area, were applied to the remh% for the 10.
by 60-inch wing. A theoretical value of 6= –0.16<
(referauce 6) was taken as most nearly representative
of the boundwy effect in the 7-by 10-foot wind tunnel
The induced angle of attack and induced @
coefficient
.,=-~(l+T) X57.3, degrees
C.,=–g(l+u)
were calcdated for the rectangular wing of aspecf
ratio 6 using values of 7=0.179 and u= O.054.
The results of the 20- by 20-inch wing in the two-
plane installation were corrected for the downward
deflection of the jet behind the wing and for the induced
curvature of the flow in the neighborhood of the wing.
(See reference 5.) In this case
AC~=—0.25~C=9
where c is the wing chord.
his the height of the jet.
Ca is the pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift.
Lift coefficients against angle of attack for infinite
aspect ratio and prcdile-drag coefficients against lift
coe5cients are plotted in iigure 5. The slope of the lift
curve for the wing tested between end planes is not
quite so great as that of the rectanguk wing tested
in the ikee jet. Over the straight portion of the lift
curve (up to a lift coefficient of about 1.0) the slopes
are respectively 0.096 and 0.101 per degree. The
profile-drag coefficients show a good agreement over
the same range of lift coefficients, the values for the
wing between end planes being slightly lower.
The comparisons made indicate that two-dimensional
flow conditions are closely approximated for the wing
between end planes. Consequently, the test data may
be corrected to any aspect ratio d~ed and compari-
sons made with other wind-tunnel tests with a
reasonable degree of accuracy.
CALCULATION OF COZFFICIEfiTS
Because of the close agreement between the results
from the two types of wind-tunnel test, it was possible
to calculate the coefficient from the two-plane teds
without applying jekboundary corrections and to have
the results comparable with those from wings of
aspect ratio 6 ordinarily tested in the 7- by 10-foot
tunnel. The measured lift and drag data were there-
fore not correcbd for boundaxy effects but the cor-
rections were applied for the effect of the longitudinal
sta@-prwsure gradient in the tunnel jet and for the
tares due to the metal end plates.
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The rewdts are given in the form of absolute coe5-
ients:
Hinge-moment coefficient,
c==q~
ThereH is the moment of a semispau aileron, or of a
ull~pan flap, about the hinge axes, and g is the
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dynamic pressure. Lift and drag coefficients are, as
USU~, UL and CD. “
Rolling-moment and yawing-moment coeiiiciants
about the wind axes Cl~md C*’ were calculated for a
semisprm aileron on a wing of aspect ratio 6, utikin.g
methods described in references 7 and 8. The rolli.ng-
moment coefficient
(-)(7{=; R&.WLda
where t depends upon the proportion of the sernispan
covered by the aileron.
dOL
— is the actual slope of the lift curve.
da
ACfi is the change in lift due to deflecting the
aileron at a given angle of attack.
The yawing-moment coefficient is the sum of two
coefficients, an induced yawing-moment coefficient and
n profile yarning-moment coefficient, o.! = o.i~ + CmPr.
The induced yawing-moment coefficient
c.:=–@’ CL
where P depends upon the proportion of the semispan
covered by the aileron.
Cl is the rolling-moment coeilicient computed as.
previously explained.
CLis the given lift coeficiant.
The profile yawing moment
iV,=IACDo@s
and the coefficient
Cnv’=~ACDO
where ~ depends upon the proportion
covered by the aileron.
of the semispan
ACDOis me ch~e in profile dm.g produced by de-
flecting the aileron at a given lift.
DEVELOPMENT OF BALANCED UPPER-SURFACE
AILERONS AND BALANCED SPLIT FLAPS
UNBALANCED UPPE=SUEFACB AILERON AND Unbalanced SPLIT
FLAP
The combination of unbalanced upper-surface aileron
and unbalanced split flrLp(fig. 2) is used as the basic
arrangement for comparison with all the ailerons and
flaps teated. Rolling-, yawing-, and hinge-moment co-
efficients of the unbalanced upper-surface aileron are
given in figure 6 with the split flap neutral and in
figure 7 with the flap down 60°. Lift and drag coeffi-
cients for the wing with unbalanced split flap are given
in figure 8. Maximum lift coefficients, drag coeilicients
and ratios of L/D d maximum lift, and hinge-moment
coefficients for different deflections of the unhlanad
split flap are given in figure 9.
BALANCED UPPER-SURFAOB AILBRON AND BAL.K4CB0 SPLIT FLAP
Slot arrangement 1 (fig. 10)o—An airfoil section was
used for both ailerons and flaps thoughout the tests
of the balancing arrangement& (SCS table I.) The
ailerons and flaps using this section were of the same
tie in plan form as the unbalanced upper-surface
ailerons and the unbalanced split flaps.
The fit slot arrangement @steal of balanced upper-
surface aileron and balanced split flap with a slot for
each is shown dotted in figure 10. The flap was kept
neutral for the series of tests with this arrangement.
Only hinge momenti were measured for the aileron with
the different axis locations shown in -e 10. These
loc&ions were so chosen that, when the axis was moved
back for balancing, the nose of the aileron would just
clear the flap during deflection of the aileron.
The results of these tests indicated that the aileron
axis should be about 30 percent of the aileron chord
back from the leading edge of the aileron for any con-
siderable reduction of the aileron hinge moment. This
location reqnirea that the aileron axis be about 60 per-
cent of the aileron chord out from the upper surface
because of the geometrical arrangement of aileron, flap,
and slot (axis A12).
Slot arrangement 2 (figs. 10 and 11).-Slot arrange-
ment 2, show-nby the solid outline in figure 10, diflers
from arr~~ement 1 in that the aileron and flap have
smaller sloti. Aileron characteristics were determined
for axis locations A8, A12, and A14 (flap neutral). As
no appreciable differences were found between the
hinge momenti for the two slot arrangements, arrange-
ment 2 was used for further tests because of the smaller
slots.
The lift mnd the drag of the wing, and the hinge
moments of the flap, were next measured with the flap
deflected about axis locatiom Fl, F12, and F14. The
most prornis@ characteristics were obtained with the
flap deflected 60° about axis FE?.
The aileron characteristics were then determined for
axis location A12 with the flap deflected 60° about axis
location F12. The results were not satisfactory because
the hinge moments of the aileron were considerably
overbalanced at the low deflections and the indicated
rolling moments were in the wro~m direction at mod-
erately high angles of attack. Both of these conditions
required improvement.
In order to improve the low lifts produced by the
flap with slot arrangement 2, the open aileron slot was
completely sealed with plasticize. Measurements of
maximum lift were made with the flap deflecteddifferent
amounts at axis locations F8, F12j and F14. The re-
sults with aileron slot open and sealed are plotted in
iigure 11. It will be noted that a large improvement
was obtained with the aileron slot sealed and only the
flap slot open. This balanced split flap produced a
somewhat higher maximum lift than the unbalanced
split flap. For the further arrangements of balanced
..— ‘=..=—. L —._ _________ _. _
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upper-surface ailerons and split flaps with slots th
aileron slot was therefore kept sealed to as great a]
extent as was practicable when the aileron was neutral
Slot arrangement 3 (figs. 12 to 20).-Slot arrange
ment 2 was changed to arrangement 3 (fig. 12) becaus
it was desired to retain the high maximum lifts obtainef
with a closed aileron slot, and it was thought that th
overbalance of the aileron could be improved at th
same time. The flap characteristics were obtained a
axis locations Fl, F8, and F12. The most prornisiq
locations on the basis of high lift and low hinge moment
were FS and F12, although the flap-hinge moment
were somewhat erratic beyond 35° deflection at axi
location F12.
The aileron characteristics were then detmrnined fo
asis locations A12 and AS with the flap deliected 60{
rTAl-a
b4 $
L-b=i====d
(7- 5.00
C= 2.50
e= 2.00
n- 1.75
LJ Nofe:Dimensionsx,y,and-yinpercenf of oileronor flap.30 chord- alloiher dim en -sionsm percenf of fhe
F wing chord.
~QIJEE12-_c&I Up~9XfW3dkmnand t=akmmdsplit tip. slot -ge
numt3withaikonand fip w t&&ed.
about axis location F12. The results of these testi
(figs. 13, 14, 15, and 16) showed only a slight improve
ment in the aileron hinge-moment overbalance. The
rolling- and ymvi.ng-moment characteristics, however,
appeared to be very good for the aileron-axis locations
tested with the flap deflected, the indicated rolling
moments being much greater than for the flap-neutral
condition.
The aileron characteristics were also determined for
several axis locations with the flap both neutral and
deflected about axis location F8. The results for axis
Iocntion AS are given in figure 17 and for axis location
A12, in figure 18. It will be seen that with aileron axis
location A12, flap deflected about ask location F8, the
aileron hinge moments are satisfactory up to the stall.
The indicated rolling moments, however, are somewhat
lower with this arrangement than with the flap deflected
about axis location F12.
The similarity of the hinge-moment curves of the
balanced upper-surfwe aileron at asis location A12
(fig. 14) with flap deflected about axis location F12 to
those of ordinary ailerons indicated that the over-
balanced hinge moments could probably be overcome
by rigging the ailerons up 10° for neutral and using a
dMerential deflection. In this. manner the favorable
rolling- and yawing-mome?~ characteristics for axis
location A12 would be retmned without overbalance
of the aileron hinge moments.
The aileron wm then rigged up 10° at several axis
locations, and the effect on the flap characteristics
waa measured. The results for the flap at axis loca-
tion F8 with the aileron rigged up 10° at axis location
A8 are given in figure 19 and for sirnilm conditions
but with the respective axes F12 and A12, in figure 20.
The effect of rigging the aileron up 10° was mainly o
reduction in the maximum lift and in the drag at
maximum lift. Hinge moments of the flap were
practically unaffected.
Slot arrangement 3A (figs. 21 to 25),—Because rig-
ging the aileron up 10° for neutral with slot arrange-
ment 3 left a break in the wing upper surface, that
mrangement was modified as 3A having no sharp break
in the upper surface. (See fig. 21.) This modification
was accomplished by raising the aileron bodily for its
neutral position and “by changing the slot shape some-
what. Anew &s location was then used for the aileron
because of the geometrical arrangement. The object
w to keep the aileron and flap axes as close to the
mrface as possible and still obtain low hinge moments,
together with other favorable characteristics.
With the aileron rigged up 10° for neutral at axis
.ocation A9, the flap characteristics were obtained for
the flap at axis locatioDEFl, F8, and F12. The flap
>t axis location F8 appeared to be the most promising
]f these three, and it was noted that, because of the
geometrical arrangement, a similar reduction in flap-
i.nge moments would be possible with an axis the same
iistance back from the flap nose but closer to the sur-
~ace. The flap characteristics were then measured at
%is new axis location, F6.
&leron characteristics of the balanced upper-surface
ileron at axis location A9 are given in figure 22 with
he split flap neutral and in figure 23 with the flap
ieflected 60° about axis location F6. The indicated
Iollingand yawing moments appear to be satisfactory,
md no overbalance of aileron hinge moments occurs up
o the stall. Lift and drag coefficients for the wing
vith balanced split flap at &s location F6 are given in
igure 24. M-urn lift coefficients, drag coefficients
md ratios of L/D at maximum lift, and hinge-moment
nefficients for dMerent deflections of the balanced
plit flap are given in figure 25.
Slot arrangement 4 (fig. 26).—A short series of tests
ms made with slot arrangement 4 to determine the
tiect of closing the flap slot in a manner similar to thnt
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estswere &continued.
The range of balancing upper-surface ailerons now
ppeared to have been su.fticientlywell covered but it
~emeddesirable to make a few additional tests further
> decrease the flap hinge moments and possibly to
mea-se the flap effectiveness.
BALANCED SW.X’I!FLAP
Slot arrangement 5 (figs, 27 to 29).—The slot and
alanced split-flap arrangement shown in figure 27
as obtained by disregarding the upper-surface aileron
nd making the wing upper Surface solid and con-
nuous. Axis location F6 again gave the greatest
?duction in flap hinge moments without locating the
eis a considerable distance out from the surfacs.
Lift and drag coe5cienta for the wing with the
alanced split flap at axis location F6 are given in
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figure23. Maximum lift coefficients, drag coeflicienti
and ratios of L/D at maximum lift, and hinge-momenl
coefficients for different deflections of the balancec
split flap are given in @e 29.
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fiGURE 24_-Lift and@ wdk’lent$ for W@ wftb lmffm@ia@ft ffapataxk F6
Aileron rfgged up 10”at afleron asls A9. Slot armngamant3A.
Slot arrangement 5A (figs. 30, 31, and 32).—A new
axis location IV’, giving still further balancing, was
obtained by making the wing upper surface thinner
r?412“ 30
i-
;: j.;cy
e - 2;25
m- 2.00
n= 1.75
r= 0.95
% No{e:
L Dimensions x, y,and
I
4
-y h percenf of oil-
eron or ffop chord
ollofhw dimensions
—z - 30 in percenf of fhe
F12 Whg chord.
Fmma 33.-Balan@ tlp~~w afkmn and bdalld .@t I%@. Slot armn@
mant 4 wftb afkon and Cap am tested.
and moving the flap axis back, keeping it as close to
the surface as axis 6 (fig, 30).
Lift and drag coefficients for the wing with rmmnge-
ment 5A are given in figure 31. Mminmm lift co-
efbients, drag coficients and ratios of LID d maxi-
mum lift, and hinge-moment coefficients for different
hGm 25.-&~ CD and L/D at CL.U, and CH for dMarant dellwtlona of
Man@xl 6PM flap at axis F& Afkon rfgged UP 10” atalloron ads A9, Slot
~t =.
inflections of the balanced split flap are given in
ignre 32.
DISCUSSION
In order to facilitate a discussion of some of the
wrangements of balanced upper-surface ailerons and
@mced split flaps, the factors that appear suitable
or a comparison of the difFerentarrangements in this
nvestigation are listed in table Ill A differential
deflection of the ailerons was used for most cams,
wmming two semispan ailerons, one up 30° and the
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other down 10° from a neutral position rigged up
10°. The ailerons are compared on the basis of
hinge-, rolling-j and yawing-moment characteristics,
at two angles of attack 0° and 10°, with flaps both
neutral and deflected. In the case of the flaps, the
characteristics of the unbalanced split flap neutral and
deflected for maximum lift were used as the basis of
x end-y Ih
percenf of
flapchord
u - 3.7otl
C= 1.63
FIOURE Z7.-Balanwd @t lt3P wfth dot fIIr8ngemdh
comparison. The balanced flaps were then deflected
to give approximately the same maximum lift and
comparisons were made of flap hinge momants and
ratios of #Z/Dat this mtium lift.
For the same aileron deflections the rolling moments
and the hinge moments of unbalanced upper-surface
ailerons (fbp neutral) are higher than those obtained
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with bnlanced ailerons. The indicated yawing mo-
ments appear to be small for the unbalanced upper-
surfrwe ailerons near the stall of the wing; they are
slightly adverse for the condition with flap deflected.
Rigging the unbalanced upper-surface ailerons up 10C
for neutral had very little effect on the aileron
characta-ietics.
Of all the balanced upper-surface ailerons, tested,
Jot arrangement 3, with the aileron at axis location
!J2 (rigged up 10° for neutral) and the balanced split
lap at axis location F12, shows probably the best
‘oiling-moment characteristics with the flap either
leutral or deflected for maximum lift. With the
iap neutral, the indicated rolling moments are about
15percent lower than those of the unbalanced upper-
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FIGURE29.-CL-U, C%and WD at cL_, and CH !dr dffferent ddleotfom O
hlanc4srdlt fipataxin F6. Slotarmn8emant S.
surface ailerons. With flap ddlected, however, the
rolLingmoments are 30 to 60 percent higher. The in-
dicated yawing momenti appear to be satisfactory at
low angles of attack but are somewhat adveme near
the stall with flap deflected.
The hinge moments are about half those of the
unbalanced upper-surface ailerons, flaps neutmd, and
are increased to roughly 70 percent those of the unbal-
.- —— —__._ ——. .—. . ... ‘. .—— .
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anced ailerons with flap deflected. On the basis of
rolling moments equal to those obtained with tho
i.mbalancedailerons, the hinge moments of the balanced
ailerons would become about 60 percent those of the
unbalanced ailerons, flap neutral, but only 45 percent
with flap deflected. A point that should be noted,
however, is that at high angIes of attack, with the flap
x red-yin ~ Nofe: Alldimensions, excepi
percern’ of
flap chord
a = +.69R
c= f:63 17.35 +.
FIGUREw.—Bakmced:splitCapWalldot armngmmt 5A.
neutral, the stick forces may not be satisfactmy for
small aileron deflections because the hinge-moment
curves (fig. 13) indicate no moment over a small range
of deflections for the diilerential motion weed. With
this arrangement of aileron and flap, the axea are
located 60 percent of the aileron or flap chord out horn
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mot ~t ~
the surface. On a wing having a chord of 6 feet this
distance would amount to about 6 inches, which should
be considered in comparisons with other arrangements.
bother arrangement of balanced upper-surface
ailerons and balanced split flap which might be used is
that of slot arrangement 3A with the aileron at axis
location A9 and the flap at axis location F6. The
ailerons in thb case have the lowest hinge moments of
any of the balanced arrangements tested, the moments
being about 50 percent those of the unbalanced upper-
surface ailerons when the flaps are neutral and about
40 percent when the flaps are deflected. On the basis
of rolling moments equal to those of the unbakmced
ailerons, the binge moments would become about 66
3mEE-
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mot arrangement M.
percent those of the unbalanced ailerons, flap neutral,
and 50 percent with flap deflected. As regards lateral
control, the rolling- and yawing-moment chmacter-
istics indicate that reasonably satisfactory control
would be expected at all flight conditions excepting
at the lowest speeds obtainable with the flaps neutral.
This point, however, may be of sufficient importance to
make the arrangement unsatisfactory.
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The balanced split flap at axis location F12 with
slot arrangement 3 gives a high maximum lift with
exceptionally low hinge moments. The hinge mo-
m~nts are only about 50 percent those of the unbal-
rmced split flap and are the lowed of any of those
tested. The axis location is 60 percent of the flap
chord out from the surface, an item that should be
considered in comparisons with other balanced split
@lF.
The balanced split flap at axis location F6 with slot
arrangement 3A also gives a high maximum lift with
reasonably low hinge momenti. These moments are
roughly 76 percent those of the unbikmced split flap
for a flap deflection required to give the same mmi-
mum lift. With this arrangement the flap axis is
only 15 percent of the flap chord out from the lower
surface.
CON~USIONS
1. A balanced split flap has been developed that
requires control forces about half those of the unbal-
anced split flap for approximately the same maximum
lift.
2. A gap allowing flow of air from the lower
to the upper surface of the wing in the vicinity of a
split flap has an adverse effect on the msximum lifts
attainable.
3. No entirely satisfactory arrangement of balanced
upper-surface ailerons was found but one arrangement
was developed that appeared to be satisfactory except
for the stick-force characteristics with small aileron
deflections at high angles of attack, flap neutral
Another arrangement also appeared to be satisfactog
for all fight conditions except the lowest speeds ob-
tainable with flaps neutral in which case the indicated
rolling moments were low. LL
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADvrsoRY COMMITITEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Augud 20, 19%5.
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1318 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
\ 1316 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
la 17. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s
21, ‘2?2. . . . . . . . . . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3A
21,23. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3A
Nono- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ..-do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0
0
-10
0
-10
-lo
-lo
-lo
-lo
-lo
-lo
-lo
-lo
-lo
-lo
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
Lo
-J
-40
II
-30
10
-:
-30
-I
-24
-M’
-R
-{
-24
JO
-30
-8
10
. . . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
0
0
0
@a
a
o
00
0
76
0
76
0
00
0
M
2
cl
AO
AO
AO
AO
A12
All
A12
A12
A8
AL7
Al
Al
A9
*Ao
.. . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
1.Wio
, m43
. W41
.Wio
,Cmb
.Oom
. cm
.11118
,0?24
,0m2
. IXC+7
.0340
. KM
. m5
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
).0t34
. W30
,mo
.C8113
, W18
.mm
, @l18
, W16
.m
.Wx3
.Cu36
.0134
. mlo
, M19
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
Nono Unbalanced udlt.-..%8, O.
None .-..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 8,9,
~
Nono . . .. SIB.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,& 9,
2
9J
Nono . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . ..-. 2, ~ o,
~
a 13fdrlnmd Epllt. . . . . . . 12,20,
m
3 . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,20, $
3 . . . ..(fo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. g
3 .-.-do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n e
3 . . ..-do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,10, E
3 . . ..-do- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IZ 10.
3 . . . ..(10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. i
o.0s4 0,0i4
.C%54 ,044
.Obt ,054
O.w
,m
,(W
.Im
o
.O@l
o
.ma
.m
,Wr3
, IM4
,mt
,m
.Cm7
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
0
0
-, Ml
-. all
-.001
-. m
-. ml
-.031
-, w
o
-. m
-, ml
-, W
-. ml
. . . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . ..-.
L 29
1, xl
Z.m
2CH
L n
201
1.27
ZM
1,!m
2W
L23
2W
L 31
zm
k%
L31
206
7,71
8, m
k 01
4.m
aw
4.02
&w
4.78
&91
4.78
RZ3
4.82
La
&m
.s.04
&20
7.Ea
4.da
;.
1.
1’
,Ml ‘
,0i8
.MIO
, Q48
.M4
.062
,069
,062
,M4
.040
.M9
.. . . . . .
.. . . . . .
. . . . . .
.. . . . . .
,W
.Wo
,072
.mo
.034
.m7
.Wa
,011
,018
.m
.W1
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
3 . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,
3A . . . ..do. . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘q 24,24, $
83A . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2&24,2b, ~
6 . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,27K?J. n
5 . . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,’ia.2Q. o
.5A . . ..-do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,31,32.
6A ..-..do . . . . . . . . . . . ..- 2J3.31,32
. i
i
I
. AIlorondrda ma gtven for 2 aomlspan dkone dotldd up end down fmm nantral shown.
bAU Oopdata ore forallarona at neutral abom Rdhpan flafM deflodd fOrWpMXbIIOtOIYsamo CLM,.
oNogotfve-advoi%o: Pmltlvemfavorablo. ki
o
td
I
,
.
